MINI-HARNESS WALKER

Patent Pending
Made In Wisconsin

Finally, a mini-harness customized to fit small pets. If you take a close look
at the design you will see how well it fits completely around your pets body
distributing pulling forces evenly and softly around their bodies. The
unique floating design eliminates all pinch points and uncomfortable areas.
The gentle squeeze evenly distributed over the entire harness has a calming
effect on your pet. They will actually relax and enjoy the gentle mini-harness walker.
There are no buckles to adjust and the easy on / off design makes using the miniharness a breeze.

Even pampered cats enjoy the comfortable fit of the mini-harness
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The patent pending “Mini-Harness Walker” is a
combination leash and harness designed for convenience, security, pet safety and features:



Easy on / off design



Security snugger for safety



Self-adjusting floating design



Flat weave for neck and body support



Custom woven leash, soft and durable



Evenly distributed pulling forces



Throat area protection



Reduced pressure on trachea



Comfortable fit throughout harness area

Snugger

Chest Strap

Easy on / off
design

Easy slide rings
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Evenly distributed pulling forces around
both the neck and chest

The “Harness Walker” is designed to eliminate
pinch points and stress on your pets body during
exercise periods. As your pet pulls on the harness
it will comfortably collapse gently around their
body. The pulling forces are very evenly distributed around the chest and neck area of your pet.
There are no concentrated pinch points and you
will notice the comfortable fit your pet experiences immediately. The snugger holds the harness in place but is not intended to apply a pressure to the harness. The extremely easy on / off
design makes an easy to use harness for day to
day activity. Give your pet the ultimate walking
experience.

